Sage Intacct + ________
There’s no limit to what your accounting system can do when you choose
Sage Intacct + AcctTwo.

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES
Below are examples of the functionality AcctTwo has added.

SAGE INTACCT + PAGE SCRIPTS

Change the way native Sage Intacct screens look and behave

SAGE INTACCT + WORKFLOW AUTOMATION

Create and/or update transactions on a schedule or based on specific triggers

SAGE INTACCT + INTEGRATIONS

Connect Sage Intacct to external applications through standard and custom
integrations

SAGE INTACCT + PLATFORM APPLICATIONS

Build custom applications with their own unique objects and workflows, integrated
natively with Sage Intacct

SAGE INTACCT + CUSTOM REPORTS AND
VISUALIZATIONS

Produce dashboards with special visualization or reporting options

EXPERIENCE YOU
CAN TRUST
AcctTwo has the largest dedicated
development team in the Sage
Intacct partner channel ready
to help you. To date, we have
completed more than 300 custom
development projects to help our
customers realize the future of
finance and accounting.
AcctTwo has also created
packaged modules on the Sage
Intacct Platform, including:

•
•
•

Period-End Allocations for
Sage Intacct
Advanced SaaS KPI
Dashboard
DrillDown - Accounting
Software for Upstream E&P
Companies

See reverse for more.

“When I look at Sage Intacct, I see it as a platform for an organization to
communicate about the business between the different functions. We’ve been
able to attack problems more quickly because we see the data more clearly.
That was the goal at the beginning of 2018 and now we’re starting to really see
the fruit of it.” - Israel Askew, CFO, EMSI, Inc.

SAGE INTACCT + TECHNICAL SERVICES OVERVIEW

SAGE INTACCT + PRE-BUILT PLATFORM APPLICATIONS
AcctTwo development and technical services team has extended Sage Intacct with the following platform applications:

PERIOD-END ALLOCATIONS FOR SAGE INTACCT

Do away with tedious and time-consuming spreadsheets and error-prone manual journal entries. Enjoy enhanced
business intelligence and insight through automated period-end allocations by AcctTwo. Benefits include:

• Flexibility - Allocate to multiple dimensions at once with unlimited dimension filters. Automate reversals. Allocate groups

of accounts at once in a single allocation. Allocate directly within your GAAP accounting books or to separate management
reporting books.
• Ease of Use - Create your allocations quickly with a simple single page user interface. Run all of your allocations at
once, in sequence, so that results can be used by subsequent allocations.
• Error Reduction - Speed up period-end processing while increasing accuracy by minimizing manual processes and
offline spreadsheets.
• Seamless Integration - The AcctTwo Allocations module is built on the Sage lntacct platform and natively integrates
with Sage lntacct like any add-on module.

ADVANCED SAAS KPI DASHBOARD

The Advanced SaaS KPI Dashboard by AcctTwo is designed to use
the native power of Sage Intacct reports and dashboards to provide
key business information to subscription-based business leaders.
The dashboard tracks metrics such as: Bookings, Billings, Committed
Monthly Recurring Revenue (CMRR), Customer Acquisition Cost
(CAC), Churn, and Customer Lifetime Value (CLTV). All metrics are
automatically calculated by the dashboard as you process and invoice
customer orders in Sage Intacct.

DRILLDOWN OIL & GAS SOFTWARE

DrillDown, from AcctTwo, brings you the first and only true cloud E&P accounting
system with joint interest billing capabilities for independent oil and gas operators.
It is the only oil and gas accounting software built with 21st century technology
and a modern interface, and the only platform endorsed by the AICPA.

“AcctTwo’s team has been instrumental in meeting our needs and providing us with
the training we needed to get up and running. The AcctTwo Allocations Tool takes a
ton of manual work off of our plate, allowing us to focus on more important tasks.” Laura Gray, Controller, Jewish Board of Family & Children’s Services

ABOUT ACCTTWO
AcctTwo is focused on delivering the future of finance and accounting to its customers. AcctTwo has three main
solutions – Cloud-based Accounting Software, Managed Accounting Services, and Software Development, all built around
Sage Intacct’s best-in-class financial applications. Our dedicated team of more than 100 people has helped more than 800
organizations optimize finance and accounting through software implementations, accounting outsourcing, and consulting.
AcctTwo has been recognized by Sage Intacct as its Partner of the Year from 2014 – 2018 and by our customers as the
leader in overall satisfaction through their reviews on G2Crowd.
AcctTwo is headquartered in Houston, Texas. For more information, please visit www.accttwo.com or call 713-744-8400.

